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pressure being brought to bear on the Dutch in Batavia and with
the British facing the possibility of sudden and sharp pressure, the
moral is clear that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Without the determined efforts of the Dutch, it is doubtful whether
the East Indies and Singapore could be defended. The taking of
Singapore by a hostile power would necessarily have grave reper-
cussions upon Chinese morale as well as upon Britain's position in the
Near East and in the eastern Mediterranean,
This Embassy is in no position to determine what action the United
States should take or at what moment such action should be taken,
for these are matters of high strategic policy. We recommend avoid-
ing any half-way measure, which would not only be ineffective but
would also entail all the possible undesirable results. As I have
said in the past, we are faced with a momentous question, which is
not whether we should check Japan's southward advance, but when.
There are inevitable risks of war entailed in a concentration of
American naval units in the Far East and it would be difficult to
estimate the gravity of those risks, but at all events the United States
should not undertake them unless prepared for war. Yet we believe
that to allow the Japanese to advance indefinitely unchecked would
be to court far greater future dangers than if we were to call a halt
to its southward advance in time. The Japanese, in our opinion,
are relying on the passiveness of our country. We believe that if
definite action is to be taken, it may have to be taken before long,
A typical report comes from Kunming describing the bombing of
the American Catholic Mission at Poyang, in Kiangsi, on November
15 : " One Japanese plane dived to approximately 300 feet and re-
leased bomb on its church, although the compound was marked
with two large American flags, all the buildings being marked with
white crosses and the visibility excellent. This plane later returned
to survey the damage and to machine-gun the compound. The
Mission states that there are no military establishments within a mile
of the compound." Another unavoidable mistake ; excuse it, please.
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A report came to me to-day, from a source whose reliability I
cannot confirm, to the effect that a movement is on foot by an im-
portant group in Japan, including influential Army officers, to stage
a coup d'etat and to overthrow the Government, by assassinations,
by methods similar to those of the February 26 Incident. This group
believes that the Government is leading Japan straight towards war
with the United States, a war in which Japan would certainly be
defeated in the long run. The names of the principal people who
are, allegedly, to assume the Government if the revolution succeeds
were given me, but I shall not put them down here. While there is
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